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ABSTRACT 
A multivariate normal density N(0, Z> w h ose covariance matrix is positive with an 
M-matrix inverse is shown to give an upper bound to the region in which communica- 
tion systems and economic markets can reliably transmit information. The upper 
bound is known to be tight when the density is bivariate. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The study of positive matrices was pioneered by Perron [l], extended by 
Frobenius [2], and specialized by Ostrowski [3] to a particular class whose 
inverses he called M-matrices. Karlin and Rinott [4] considered covariance 
matrices of normal multivariate densities which are positive and M-matrices. 
In this paper we use positive covariance matrices, and a subclass thereof, 
whose inverses are M-matrices to derive a fundamental bound on the 
performance of communication systems and economic markets. These appar- 
ently disparate applications are explained by observing that the problem of 
transmitting multiple messages simultaneously over a single communication 
channel is analogous to multiple traders transmitting inside information in a 
single market. 
We use the Karlin-Rinott [4] definition of an M-matrix. 
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DEFINITION 1. A real R X n matrix A = (aij) with aij Q 0 for i # j 
is an M-matrix if and only if A is nonsingular and A-’ > 0, (A-r has 
nonnegative entries). 
If X is a real, n dimensional, random vector, then X N N(0, 2) means X 
has the multivariate normal density f(x) = c (det I;)-‘12 expl -xTI;- ‘x/2]. 
We only consider vectors for which E(X) = 0 and also write Z = cov(X) = 
E&XT) for the covariance matrix of X. It will be useful to express 2 as 
z = vrv, (1) 
where r=rT= ( pij), pij is the correlation between Xi and Xj (= I for 
i = j), and V = diag(dm), valcXj) > 0. 
2. A PARTICULAR COVARIANCE MATRIX 
The following theorem combines Propositions 5.2.1, 5.2.2, and 5.2.3 of 
Tong [5]. 
THEOREM 1. 
of Z in (1). Then: 
Let r = ( pij) = ( p) for all i #j be the correlation matrix 
1. det I? = [l + (n - l)pl[l - PI”- ‘. 
1+ (i - 2)p . . 
for2 +I’ 
2. r-l = CT,> =1 (1 - p)[l + (n - l)p] . . (I-p)[lL’(n--1)p] forz+g’ 
3. For p E (-(1 ‘- n)-‘, l), r is positive definite. 
A particular case of theorem 1 has 2 with p E (0,l). In this case it is 
obvious that Z-r is an M-matrix. 
A theorem of Wilks [6] which applies when X is multivariate normal will 
prove useful. 
THEOREM 2. Define k’= (Xl, X2 ,..., Xj_l, Xj+, ,..., X,>, and us- 
sum X N N(0, Z > = N(O, V r V). Then 
var(Xjk) = var(Xj)g, j = 1,2 ,...,n, 
J 
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where rj is the n - 1 by n - 1 jth principal submatrix of r. Further, 
0 Q det I’/det rj Q 1. 
3. APPLICATIONS 
A. Communication Systems 
A multiple user communication system carries a vector X of coded 
messages over a single channel whose reception is the random variable Y. 
The most popular model of such a channel (Gallager [7]) is 
U = JX + E, (2) 
where ur = (1, 1, . . . , l), and E * N(0, u,), independent of X, represents 
channel noise. Message source random variables M,, . , M, generate infor- 
mation for transmission at rates Rj (bits per unit time if the Mj are binary), 
j = 1,2, . , n. A code is a mapping of realizations mj -+ xj(kj> E 6!“, 
kj = I,2,:1.,2NR 1, where each element of xj(kj) is a realization of Xj and 
N is an integer called the code block length. 
To motivate Definition 2 below, we consider (2) when there is only one 
user. Then fylr is defined by (2), and the mutual information (Kullback [8]) 
between Y and X is given by 
Z(X;Y) BE 1 g [o (&)I =Elog[+-) >O (3) 
with equality if and only if X and Y are independent. Shannon [9] proved: If 
the message source generates information at rate R, then reliable communi- 
cation is possible over the channel (2) if and only if 
supZ( X;Y) 2 R. 
f, 
(4) 
Reliable communication means the ability to encode a message and decode 
its reception so that for large enough N the probability of a decoding error is 
arbitrarily small. To avoid the trivial Z = m and also to avoid infinite energy 
signals, the supremum in (4) is taken over fx with var(x> < v < cc), 
Now let the message source random variables be M,, . . . , M, having 
rates R,, . . . , R,. 
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DEFINITION 2. A rate point R,, , R, is called achievable for the 
channel (2) if there exists a code mj + xj(kj> E [w” such that the probability 
of a decoding error approaches 0 as N + w. The capacity region of the 
channel is the closure of the achievable rate points. 
When X E R”, we can define n + 1 mutual informations Z(X; Y) and 
Z(X,;lYIx),j = 1,2 ,...) 72, for (2). To date the most general result known for 
(2) (Ahlswede [lo], Liao ill], Cover and Leung [12]) is that its capacity region 
is the closure of the convex hull of the R,, . , R, satisfying 
0 < Rj < Z(Xj;ylx), 
2 Rj < Z(uT 
j=l 
‘X: 
(5) 
Y) 
for some fx = ny= r jj( xj), th a IS, when the Xj are independent. Ozarow t . 
[13] showed that the volume of the capacity region is expanded when X has 
nonzero covariances, but his results apply only for n = 2. The hard part in 
expanding the capacity region for general n is proving the existence of a code 
for a given rate point. One approach to this problem is to assume the 
R,, . , R, satisfy (5) and then bound the mutual informations so that 
the rate region is expanded by virtue of allowing nonzero covariances 
by the choice of f,. However, the region must also not be so large that 
proving achievability becomes intractable. 
For both the communication system and economic market applications 
we examine, we exhibit an upper bound to the channel rate region which is 
larger than any known region and includes all known regions as subsets. For 
the case n = 2, the region we find is the same as Ozarow’s, suggesting that 
achievability is possible. M-matrices are shown to characterize the inverse 
covariance matrices for all known capacity regions. 
B. Economic Markets 
The channel model (2) is prominent in the theory of efficient markets 
(Kyle [14], Glosten and Milgrom [15], O’Neill[16]). Let n “informed traders” 
hold the random vector X as inside information in the sense that each 
believes the next market price Y will be his current realization xj of Xj. The 
informed take positions (buy or sell orders) Z with a market specialist, as do 
uniformed traders whose collective position is the random variable E inde- 
pendent of Z. The specialist observes total positions uTZ + E and sets a price 
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Y as 
Y = h(dZ + &) (6) 
by selecting h-i, the market liquidity (the position change required to force 
a dollar price change) to minimize the pricing error E[CJ= I (Y - X,>“]. 
When the informed select Z to maximize anticipated profits rrj = (X3 - Y >Zj 
(j = 1,2,. ) 74, ‘t 1 can be shown (Velebit [17]) that 
Y = (n + 1)~‘(JX + ii.?) (7) 
where i = [~~~,u(nv,)-‘]-~/~, Z A E[XXT], var(E) = u,, minimizes the 
pricing error. Within scale factors (2) and (7) are the same; however, the only 
distributional assumption on (71 is the independence of Z and E. 
We expect M-matrices to play a role in the above applications because of 
the following. 
DEFINITION 3 (Karlin and Rinott [IS]). If X has density fx : Iw” + [O, ml, 
then f is called multivariate totally positive of order 2 (MTP2) if 
holds for all y, y * in the domain off, where 
xj = ma{ Yj, Yj*>) x,*=min{yj,yT}, j=1,2 ,..., n. 
THEOREM 3 (Barlow and Proschan [19]>. Zf X - N( p, 2) with 2 
positive definite, then the density function of X is MTP2 if and only if 2-l 
is an M-matrix. 
The import of the MTP2 property for (2) can be illustrated by a simple 
example: Let n = 2, and suppose a code for the channel is ml + x,(k,), 
m2 -+ x,(/c,). The receiver decodes these xl and x2 from the noisy recep- 
tions as gi and G2, but d oes not know which elements of these vectors belong 
to which message. If (Xl, X,) have a density which is MTP2, then it is most 
likely that all of the smaller decoded elements came from one message and 
the remainder from the other message. Further, if (Xl, X,) are jointly nor- 
mal and their density determines channel capacity, then an M-matrix as an 
inverse covariance matrix assures the MTP2 property. 
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For the market described by (6), the best the specialist can hope for is 
,,,;t, t (Y - Xj)’ 
I 
= tr 2 - n-iu*Zu (8) 
j=l 
when he sets a price Y = uTxn ‘. From (81, Dmin is smallest for a given 
set of variances var( X.) = v., j = 1,2, . . , n, when the Xj exhibit positive 
covariances. Empirica{ just&cation of (6) (Roll 1201, O’Neill [21]) indicates 
that e N iV(0, v,> is a sound hypothesis and X N N( p, Z) will consequently 
play the same role for (6) as it does for (2). Therefore, 2-l being an 
M-matrix not only assures positive covariances for X; it also characterizes the 
informed trader rate region wherein communication of supply and demand 
information via price can be carried out with minimal probability of pricing 
error. 
4. RESULTS 
We use the following two theorems. 
THEOREM 4 (Gallager [22]). The supremum ofE[ln &‘I over aZZfy such 
that E[Y 2] < v < 00 is uniquely achieved by f,, = N(0, v), and the supremum 
is + ln(23rev). 
THEOREM 5 (Gallager [22]). Let independent random variables U and V 
satisfy W = U + V. Then 
I(U;W) = E[lnfi’] - E[lnf;‘]. 
For F in (2) we calculate E[ln fi ‘1 = f In(27rev,). The independence of X 
and F and Theorems 4 and 5 imply 
Z(urX;Y) < iln[l + vii var(uTX)] (9) 
with equality when X is normally distributed. If all but the jth element of X is 
fixed, then proceeding as in (9) yields 
Z(Xj;YIX) < +ln[l + v,’ var(Xj@)]. (IO) 
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The bounds we find for (9) and (10) are motivated by the following: 
1. When n = 2, Ozarow [13] has shown that X N N(O, x:), x-’ an 
M-matrix, yields the capacity region for (2), and IS also has the property that 
the volume of the convex hull in (5) is maximized. 
2. All other known capacity regions for (2) under assorted assumptions on 
the entries of I: have ZE-’ an M-matrix (Wyner [23], Cover and Pombra [24], 
Thomas [25]). 
The bounds we find satisfy two constraints: 
Cl. f, must be such that var(Xj) < ~3 < m for all j to eliminate infinite 
energy signals for the communication system application and infinitely volatile 
positions for the market application. 
C2. The volume W of the convex hull 0 6 R, < Cj, CT= 1 Rj Q C, is 
maximum over choices of the Cj. Since 
1 
ficj -
j=l 
w= 
ii'j 
j=l 
for 
for 
c-c ccj, 
j=l 
c> &, 
j=l 
W is maximum when C = Cy= 1 Cj. 
Assume that R,, . , R, satisfy (5) and that X N N(0, Z > p N(0, V r V), 
where V and r are as in Definition 1, for some 2,. Then from Theorem 2 
and (9) and (lo), 
k Rj =G iIn(l + v;‘urZ:), (11) 
j=l 
0 < Rj < iln[l + var(X,)det I’(v,detq)-‘]. 
From Theorem 2, 0 < det r (det q>-’ < 1 and constraint Cl imply 
var( X,) det r (det rj))r G ~j det r (det IYj))’ 
(12) 
for all j. Take r > 0; then ur Zu G sr rs, where sr 2 [fi, , &I. 
Define v = (diagfi), so that z A v r v > 0. From Theorem 1, the choice 
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of I as 
r( P) = I+ P(M - I>> M p uu7 
with p E (0,l) implies z-i is an M-matrix. The bounds in (11) and (12) are 
now i ln(1 + srI’~u;~) and k ln[l + sl? det I’(u, det I>-ll respectively. We 
impose constraint C2. Define g A s(u,)-‘/~; then constraint C2 gives 
g(k r( P)) p I + ?I’5 - In1 [1 + $ det I (det ri,-‘] = o. (13) 
We need to show there is an M-matrix % that satisfies (13). From (13) 
g(As, I> < 0 and g(i, M) > 0 so the continuity of g with respect to p implies 
that there is a p*.s(O, 1) such that g(G, I?( p*)> = 0. 
We have proved 
THEOREM 6. The capacity region of the channel, Y = uTX + E, E N 
NCO, u,), independent of X, var(Xj) < vj < CC for all j, is bounded by a 
convex hull of maximum volume when X N N(O, %:). The matrix x has 
variances vadXj> = 9, j = 1,2, . . . , n, pij = p E (0, 1) for all i # j, and 
z-1 is an M-matrix. 
REMARKS. 
1. As noted above, for n = 2 the bounds given in Theorem 6 are tight, 
p* satisfying (13) 1s unique, and the rate region is achievable. It also can be 
shown that p* is convex in ul and ue. 
2. To show that the bounds given in the theorem are tight for general n 
would require finding codes for all points in and on the convex hull 
o < Rj G i ln[ 1 + gf det I’ (det q)-‘], 
5 Rj G iln[l + :TI’;] 
j= 1 
such that the probability of a decoding error can be made arbitrarily small. 
3. The volume constraint C2 is more important for the market applica- 
tion. When p = 0 it is trivial to show C2 is not met. This means all traders 
cannot simultaneously transmit at their maximum rates (geometrically, p = 0 
means the rate region has beveled comers). But for traders to cooperatively 
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hold back market information is illegal. The volume constraint (or some other 
that allows simultaneous maximum rates for all) is therefore essential for the 
market application. 
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